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Introduction

CATIA Version 5 Drafting

Upon completion of this course the student should have a full understanding of the following topics:

- Creating drawings
- Creating views
- Modifying views
- Creating detail, broken, auxiliary and section cut views
- Dimensioning and marking up view geometry
- Creating text
- Using symbols, details and patterns in a drawing
- Creating and modifying basic geometry
- Using folding lines and multi-view projections to create view geometry
- Creating and using backgrounds
Currently, it is necessary for designers to create paper drawings and layouts of their parts and assemblies. This course will cover the steps necessary to create multiple view drawings and detail sheets of parts and assemblies. This will include all annotations and dimensions that are necessary to finish a completed drawing.

The drafting workbench includes a variety of icons that allow for the creation of these drawings. It is normally considered that the workflow should be from 3D to 2D. There are some tools for generating 2D geometry independent of a 3D model but it is not a common occurrence in most cases.

You should already have a good understanding of Part Design upon starting this course. This will complete a basic cycle of events from designing your own parts and creating a multiple view drawing. The course will also show how you can create a multiple sheet drawing of an assembly as well as the detail drawings of the individual parts. Unfortunately the industry still requires and depends heavily on paper drawings. There has been much discussion on “paper-less” environments where the end users would just pull up the design on the computer and analyze the areas of interest. In the future that may be the case but until then this is an extremely important aspect of your V5 knowledge.

At any point it will be necessary to create drawings for technical publications and handbooks. This class will also explore the options available to export pictures from CATIA to wordprocessors that then could be used to create technical documents or even web documents.
Drawing Screen

This is how the drawing screen looks with two sheets and one empty view. Normally when starting a new drawing you will only have one sheet and no views. Notice that this screen looks a little different than the Part Design screen.

A Each sheet created in a drawing is represented in the specification tree. It is possible to create many different sizes of sheets.

B Each view created in a drawing is represented in the specification tree under the sheet the view belongs to.

C The current sheet is shown in each drawing. The different sheets are represented along the top with tabs and you can change the current sheet by selecting the appropriate tab.

D Each view created has a view axis that represents the orientation of the current view. It is possible to hide or show the view axis.
Section Views and Section Cuts

Section views and section cuts are views that show the profile of a part at a position, with the areas that contain material being filled with a pattern. If the part has a material applied to it then the pattern will display based upon that material. The difference between a section view and a section cut is that a section view will show what geometry lies beyond the cut line whereas a section cut will only show what exists at the cut line. The cut line can be either a single line or it may have jogs in it to show a cut through the same part at different places. Also available are aligned section views and aligned section cuts. The aligned style allows there to be cut lines that are not parallel and the resulting view is shown perpendicular to the cut lines.

**Open the Section Views and Cuts drawing.** Make sure you open the CATDrawing and not the CATPart. You should notice that the Front view is active since the outline is red. You are going to want the Top view to be active since you are going to create a section view using the Top view.

**Double select on the Top view.** The frame of the Top view should change to red. Before you define the cut line you will want to open the Section Views and Cuts part.

**Open the Section Views and Cuts part and Tile Horizontally.** You do not have to have this part opened in order to create a section view but it will show you the cut plane in the 3D part as you define the cut line.

**Select the Offset Section View icon.** This will allow you to define a cut line in your top view.

**Select to the first location to define the beginning of your section cut as shown below.**

Move your mouse over to the second location as shown above but do not select the location.
You should notice the cut plane appears in the part window as you are defining the cut line. It should appear similar to the diagram shown below.

**Double select at the second location.** Since this is the end of your cut line you must double select. You can now position your section view.

**Position the view above the Top view as shown below.** You should notice the section arrows appear on your cut line.

*Note: You also have the option of selecting circular edges to define the cut lines. If you select on a circle it will automatically use its center point as the cut line location.*
Select the Undo icon until the section view disappears. You are going to create the section view using existing geometry to help locate and orientate the cut line.

In the bottom toolbar, turn on the Create Detected Constraints icon. This will create any detected constraints.

Select the Offset Section View icon. You will locate the cut line using a circle on the drawing.

Select the inner circle of the cutout as shown below. You should notice that the cut line snaps to the center of the circle but can be located at any angle.

In addition, a Tools Palette toolbar appears with options to use existing geometry to help orientate the cut line.

// Orients parallel to the selected geometry
\perp Orients perpendicular to the selected geometry
\angle Orients a specific angle from the selected geometry
Make sure the Parallel icon is selected and select the top horizontal line of the tab as shown below. The line can only be oriented parallel to the selected line.

Double select to define the end of the line about at the same location as before. This defines the cut line and now you have to position the view.

Position the view above the Top view as you did earlier. By having the create detected constraints icon turned on when defined the parallel to the geometry it will remain associated. You will change the angle of the tab and see how the cut line changes.

Go to the part window and go into Sketch.4 which defines the profile for Pad.3.

Change the 90 degree constraint to be 85 degrees and exit the sketch. This tapers the tab.
Go back to the drawing and select the Update icon in the bottom toolbar. Notice that the cut line changed and so did the resulting view.

Go back to the part and change the angle back to 90 degrees inside Sketch.4 and then return the drawing and update it. This will return the section view back to its original orientation.

Turn off the Create Detected Constraints icon. It is located in the bottom toolbar.
You are now going to create a section cut.

**Select the Offset Section Cut icon.** It is located under the offset section view icon. This will allow you to define cut lines but instead of generating a section view it will generate a section cut.

**Define your cut lines as shown below.** The numbers show the order of selection. Make sure you double select your last location.

Position your view to the right of the Top view as shown below.
You should notice that the section cut does not show any geometry other than what the cut line actually touches. That is the difference between a section cut and a section view.

**Make the Front view active.** You can do this by double selecting on the *Front view*. You are going to create an aligned section view using the *Front view*.

**Select the Aligned Section View icon.** It is located under the offset section view or offset section cut icon. With this option you can create cut lines that are not parallel.

**Define your cut lines as shown below.** The numbers show the order of selection. Make sure you double select your last location.

**Position the view down and to the left of the Front view.** The view is positioned normal to one of the cut lines.
Change the *Properties* of the aligned section view to not show *Hidden Lines*. It should appear similar to the diagram shown below.

You have the option of creating aligned section views or cuts, however this exercise only shows you the option of creating an aligned section view. Creating an aligned section cut is done in the same manner except you use the aligned section cut icon. Feel free to try the option out on your own.

The next item that will be discussed in terms of section views and cuts is that you have the option of using a planar surface or an actual plane from your 3D part to define the cut line.

**Make sure you have the part window and the drawing displayed with *Tile Horizontally*.** This will enable you to see what is going on in both windows. Make sure the *Front View* is still active.

Create a plane in your part that is offset from the xy plane 0.25 inches.

**Go back to your drawing and select the Offset Section View icon.** You may have to update your views since you made a change to your part. If you do just select the update icon.

**Select the created plane from your part.** Notice the cut line automatically appears in your *Front view*. The cut line is not associated or linked to the plane and can be modified in the drafting workbench.
Position the view under the *Front view* as shown below.

You can also create a sketch in your part that can be used to define a section line. When you use a sketch to define a section line, the section line is associated or linked to the sketch. If you want to modify the section line you would need to open the part and modify the sketch and then update your views. If you erase the sketch that was used to define the section line, then the section line would no longer be linked and it would be converted to a normal section line that could be modified within the drafting workbench.

**Save your drawing and close all documents.**
General dimension

The dimensions icon can be used to create all four of the preceding dimensions without having to switch icons. CATIA will automatically determine what type of dimension you want to create based upon the elements that you select. You have the option of overriding its choice using the third mouse button. All the options that were discussed earlier are still available if you use the third mouse button.

Select the Dimensions icon. It is located under the diameter dimensions icon. It is very similar to the length/distance dimension icon. This one will allow you to create a variety of dimensions.

In the TOP VIEW select the top left horizontal line and the horizontal line that is below it. Refer to the diagram below if you need help.

Specify the location of the dimension as shown below.

Double select the Dimensions icon. You can double select the icon and it will stay active until you select the icon again.

In the TOP VIEW select the top left horizontal line and locate the dimension up and to the right of the horizontal line.
In the **TOP VIEW** select the large *partial circle*. It should show a radius dimension.

**Press the third mouse button.** You have the option of specifying a radius or a diameter.

Select the *Radius Center* option and locate the dimension down and to the right.

**In the **TOP VIEW** select the full circle.** You want this dimension to be a diameter.

**Press the third mouse button and select the *Diameter Center* option then locate the dimension down and to the left.** You are finished with the **TOP VIEW**. It should appear similar to the diagram shown below.
In the **RIGHT VIEW** select the leftmost vertical line. Make sure that it appears as a length and not as a diameter dimension. It may appear as a diameter because it knows that the line represents a curved surface and it defaults to *Diameter Cylinder*.

Press the third mouse button and be sure that *Length* is selected. This will switch the dimension to a length.

Locate the dimension to the left of the line.

Select the leftmost and the rightmost vertical line and locate the dimension above the part.

Select the rightmost vertical line and locate the dimension to the right of the line.

Select the angled line and the top horizontal line and locate the angle dimension above the horizontal line. You might have to press the third mouse button and select *Angle* in order to get the angle dimension. That finishes your **RIGHT VIEW**. It should look similar to the diagram shown below.

Save your drawing and close all documents.
Annotations

Annotations and symbols are normally required to finish a drawing. Annotations are used to convey notes and information to the downstream user. Symbols are used to represent items such as part numbers and welds. This section will cover the various tools you have available to create annotations and symbols.

Creating Text

Open the Annotations drawing and part. This will allow you to work with items in both windows. The drawing should contain four views with the FRONT VIEW active.

Select the Text icon. It is located under the datum target icon. This will allow you to create text.

Select a location in the FRONT VIEW to the right of the extension. This defines the anchor point for the text. A Text Editor window appears. In this window you can type your text.

Key in WATCH FOR EXTENSION and select OK. The text appears. You can drag the text around to any location by using the first mouse button.

Drag the text to the approximate location as shown below.

Create text that says TO THE RIGHT underneath and to the right of the last one.

Create text that says TO THE LEFT underneath and to the left of the first piece of text. Now you will create text that is associated to a piece of geometry.
Select the Text icon and then select the left vertical line of the extension. The Text Editor appears.

Key in LEFT SIDE and select OK. The text appears.

Drag the text to the left of the extension as shown below.

Notice that all of the text has the same graphical properties. You can set the properties of the text before you create it by using the top toolbar. However, you will investigate these options when you modify text.

Select the Text icon and position the text below and to the right of the geometry in the view.

Key in THIS IS press Shift-Enter, key in A MULTI-LINE press Shift-Enter, key in PIECE OF TEXT and select OK. This should create a string of text that spans three lines as shown below. You have to press the Shift key along with Enter in order to add an additional line of text.
Make the **TOP VIEW** active. You are now going to create text with a leader.

**Select the Text with Leader icon.** It is located under the text icon. You will select an element to position the anchor point of the arrow head.

**Select the small circle on the right.** You should see an arrow appear that you can drag to position the anchor point of the text.

**Drag the arrow up and to the right and define the anchor point for the text.** The **Text Editor** window appears.

**Key in HOLE and select OK.** You have some positioning manipulators appear. Position the text as shown below and select in the view off the text. The text with leader is created.

Those are the options that you have to create text. There are a lot of modifications that you can perform on the text however. You will explore these modifications next.
Modifying Text

There are many options to modify text, a lot of these options you can perform before you create the text. Most of the common options are located in the top toolbar.

Top Toolbar

These options allow you to change the font, font size, bold, italic, underline, strike through, overline, superscript, subscript, justification, anchor point, frame and symbols. You will try out each option next.

Font properties

Make the FRONT VIEW active.

Select THIS A MULTI-LINE PIECE OF TEXT. You can now modify the settings using the top toolbar.

Note: If the box is showing less than three decimal places, press the third mouse button while on the box and select Set precision. A Set precision window will appear. Change the Precision to 3 and select OK.

Change the font type to Times New Roman. The text changes font.

Change the font size to 0.276. The option might contain more decimal places, go ahead and select the option which is closest. The text becomes larger.

Select the Bold icon. The text should appear bold. This is a toggle therefore you can select it again to turn the bold off.

Select the Bold icon again. The bold is removed.

Select the Italic icon. The text appears in italics.

Select the Italic icon again. The italics is removed.

Select the Underline icon. All three lines of text appear underlined.

Select the Underline icon again. The underline is removed.

Select the Strike Thru icon. All three lines of text are struck through.

Select the Strike Thru icon again. The strike through is removed.
Select the Overline icon. It is located under the underline icon. All three lines of text appear with an overline.

Select the Overline icon again. The overline is removed.

Select the Superscript icon. The text appears superscripted.

Select the Superscript icon again. The superscript is removed.

Select the Subscript icon. It is located under the superscript icon. The text appears subscripted.

Select the Subscript icon again. The subscript is removed.

You should realize that you can have more than one property assigned to text at a given time. It is possible to have a piece of text be bold, italic, underlined or overlined, struck through, superscript or subscript. The only options that can not be on at the same time is underline and overline; and superscript and subscript.
Justification

You can also adjust the justification using the toolbar to be either left, center or right. This will only appear when you have multiple lines in the same piece of text.

Select the Center Justification icon. It is located under the left justification icon. You should notice that this text is already left justified. The text should become center justified.

Select the Right Justification icon. It is located under the center justification or left justification icon. The text should become right justified.

Select the Left Justification icon. The text should become left justified.

Notice that only one type of justification can be used on a piece of text. In other words you can not have the text be right and left justified.

Anchor point

You can position your text with respect to the anchor point. This does not change the position of the anchor point but instead positions the text differently with respect to the anchor point.

Select the arrow on the Anchor Point icon. The anchor point options should appear. Whatever appears on the icon is how the text is positioned in respect to the anchor point. Currently it is positioned so that the anchor point is in the upper left corner of your text. You will change the anchor point a couple of times.

Select the center Anchor Point option. Notice the text moved to the left and up in order for the anchor point to be in the center of the text.

Select the bottom right Anchor Point option. Notice the text moved to the left and up again in order for the anchor point to be in the lower right corner. Continue to play with the different anchor locations.

Select the top left Anchor Point option. Your text returns to its original location.
Frame

You have the option to add a variety of frames to your text. You will explore a few of them.

Select the arrow on the Frame icon. The frame options should appear.

The frames with the little locks on them are fixed sized frames defined in the standards file. This becomes useful when your company has a set size for certain frames and it is up to you to fit your text within the frame by modifying its size. The other ones are variable sized frames and will adjust to fit the text.

Select the rectangle Frame option. A rectangular frame appears around the text.

Select the circle Frame option. A circular frame appears around the text.

Select the left flag Frame option. Feel free to play around with the other frame options but make sure you set the frame to this option before continuing.
Insert Symbol

You also have the option of inserting a symbol. The symbol will be inserted at the end of the text unless you edit the text then you can have the symbol insert anywhere within the text.

Select the arrow on the Insert Symbol icon. This will allow you to specify what symbol you would like to insert.

Select the Center Line option. The center line symbol is inserted at the end of your text.

Select the Degree option. The degree symbol is inserted at the end of your text. Notice that your text contains the center line symbol and the degree symbol.

Double select on the text with the first mouse button. The Text Editor window appears. Your text is in the window along with the two symbols.

Remove the two symbols. You can do this by selecting at the end of the text and backspacing.

Select at the end of the first line. This will set the insert location to be at the end of the first line.

Select the Triangle option. The triangle symbol appears at the end of the first line.

Remove the triangle and select OK. This will switch the text to contain no symbols.

Select off the text inside the view. This releases the text.
Your drawing should look like the diagram shown below.